Abstract: the analysis method of mathematical modeling in particular clustering process of mixed data is of great significance for improving the ability of data analysis. The traditional method for specific clustering process mathematics modeling of mixed data is based on K-Means clustering algorithm, it is easy to fall into local convergence, and clustering effect is poor. Therefore, the analysis method of mathematical modeling in particular clustering process of mixed data is proposed in the paper based on particle swarm density maximum distance concave function and boundary membership degree feature analysis. The mixed data clustering sample points are divided into k classes according to the degree of similarity to cluster centers, dimensionality reduction is performed for differentiation characteristics of primitive variable data, through searching particles in the space, each particle has the speed, position and fitness, and the optimal solution is found by iteration, preprocessing for data standardization is conducted, data preprocessing includes scale selection of number, type and characteristics, boundary membership feature analysis is processed to achieve mathematical modeling analysis for specific clustering process of mixed data. The simulation results show that, the algorithm has the superior clustering performance of mixed data, good convergence, and great application value.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, mixed data time has come, mixed data exists in each application research field and play the function of information transmission, intelligent storage and expression, expression forms such as noise, signal, image and digital [1] [2] [3] . Mathematical modeling for specific clustering process of mixed data with massive information is built quickly and accurately, so as to improve the data mining and ability of intelligent analysis processing, has important significance and role in data mining [4] [5] [6] .
Mathematical modeling analysis method principle of clustering process of mixed data

Description of the K-means algorithm
K-means data clustering method is a data classification method based on statistics [7, 8] . The algorithm gives sample set { } 1 2 n , , x X x x = …， of N data points, find the k cluster centers { } 1 2 , , k a a a …， , different cluster centers has a great influence on the clustering results [9, 10] .
Therefore, in the analysis process, the sample points according to the degree of similarity and cluster centers to divide into the k class { } 1 2 , ,
. K-means algorithm for data clustering, dimensionality reduction is processed for differences characteristics of the original variable data, a grid unit is dense in d dimension space, it must also be dense in 1 d − dimensional space, the following formula is used to normalize:
In the formula, k y is the average of different dimensions vector of mixed data, k t is corresponding standard deviation, , 1, 2, , , 1, 2, , 
, which is mapped to
, by using the grid limit density difference algorithm, the covariance matrix of different dimension vector is calculated:
The distribution of the data point in each i A dimension is counted, there is always the interval
1  of relatively dense, the following equation is utilized to process difference decomposition for the relationship between characteristics value and corresponding U value of K-means cluster center:
The new clustering center is calculated, according to j c ′ ( )
∑ , where j C is the number of data points in the class j. Through the above description to realize the data clustering design based on K-means.
The standardized processing of data sets
According to the function ( )
to process minimum iteration, until the clustering center have no changes or reach the maximum iteration number. The characteristic function described as:
The optimal solution of the above planning is described by the following formula: Mixed data clustering center must be according with the following constraints:
With the following formula to obtain fuzzy classification optimal classification functions of specific clustering process for mixed data:
Mathematical model optimization solution for specific clustering process of mixed data
Among mixed data, aiming at the defect of K-Means clustering algorithm, like sensitive initial clustering center and easy to fall into local convergence, mathematical model for specific clustering process of mixed data is optimized to solve, and improve clustering process performance for mixed data. Therefore, the analysis method of mathematical modeling in particular clustering process of mixed data is proposed in the paper based on particle swarm density maximum distance concave function and boundary membership degree feature analysis. Particle swarm algorithm through searching particles in the space, each particle has the speed, position and fitness, and the optimal solution is found by iteration, so as to achieve specific clustering of mixed data. Based on the above algorithm design to determine the cluster center. The following two formula are utilized to update the velocity and position of each particle: Where: t v is the current velocity of particle, t x is the current position of a particle. 1 c and 2 c are acceleration constants, the dissimilarity matrix between n data points of data set is defined as s, it is n n × matrix:
（15）
For each particle, its fitness and the experienced best fitness are compared, the obtained two-dimensional space meets:
The dissimilarity between arbitrary data points i x and j x is ( , ) s i j . When PSO enters the time of convergence state, the K-means calculation starts, thus local search is initiated, so as to achive solving for mathematical model, the steps are described : (1) the population is initialized. The mixed data points are randomly divided into one class, as the initial clustering; particle swarm algorithm is used to optimize the K-means algorithm for specific clustering of mixed data, when PSO enters the convergence state time, the K-means calculation is initiated; (2) for each ( 1, 2, , )
is mapped to the partitioned space grid, based on particle swarm density maximum distance concave function and boundary membership feature analysis to scan each grid unit and count total number of mixed data points, so as to achieve mathematical modeling analysis of specific clustering process for mixed data.
simulation experiments and results analysis
In order to test the superior performance of this algorithm, simulation experiment is conducted. Computer simulation experiment platform configuration: Intel Core i5 processor, frequency 2.8 GHz; 4 G memory; Windows 7 Professional Edition 32 bit SP2 operating system, the simulation software is the Matlab of version 2013a. In parameters setting, HTR test data are from the Internet with CWT200G data binding mode, using the random sampling method to obtain more than 100,000 massive network online monitoring data, the clustering test of clustering center in experimental mixed data as shown below.
Figure 1 distance of interval
The proposed algorithm, can effectively achieve the specific clustering of mixed data, have high accuracy and good convergence performance. The clustering algorithm and cluster simulation environment are regarded as the overflow, applied to network in online fault detection, the error rate of network fault detection is shown as below. Fig. 2 Comparison of clustering detection error rate It can be seen from the above results, with the algorithm proposed in this paper can efficiently realize rewriting and recovering for the fault detection data, through effective clustering algorithm to improve the efficiency of fault diagnosis.
Conclusion
The traditional method for specific clustering process mathematics modeling of mixed data is based on K-Means clustering algorithm, it is easy to fall into local convergence, and clustering effect is poor. Therefore, the analysis method of mathematical modeling in particular clustering process of mixed data is proposed in the paper based on particle swarm density maximum distance concave function and boundary membership degree feature analysis. The mixed data clustering sample points are divided into k classes according to the degree of similarity to cluster centers, dimensionality reduction is performed for differentiation characteristics of primitive variable data, through searching particles in the space, each particle has the speed, position and fitness, and the optimal solution is found by iteration, preprocessing for data standardization is conducted, data preprocessing includes scale selection of number, type and characteristics, boundary membership feature analysis is processed to achieve mathematical modeling analysis for specific clustering process of mixed data. The simulation results show that, the algorithm has the superior clustering performance of mixed data, good convergence.
